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ASYMPTOTIC VALUES AND BAIRE  CATEGORY

CHAIM  MIDA

Abstract. Let/be meromorphic in the unit disc, and let a be

a complex number. Given £>0, let Te(a) denote the set of points

e'e for which the cluster set Cy(f, e'e) lies in the ^neighbourhood

of a for some arc Sf-*ei9. Then a sufficient condition that the set

of points on the unit circle at which / possesses point-asymptotic

value a be of first category is that Te(a) contains no arc for some

e>0.

1. Introduction. Let / be meromorphic in the unit disc D:\z\<I.

Given a complex number a, the set of points on the unit circumference C

at which / possesses a as a point-asymptotic value is denoted by T(a).

In this paper we shall give a sufficient condition in order that r(oc) be of

first category on C.

For a point eie of C, we shall write Jif-+eie to mean that JC is a simple

arc lying in D except for one endpoint at e,e. If J?->-e*e, then we let

C#(f, eze) denote the cluster set off at eie along =£?. Given a point a of

the extended plane W and any e>0, we let Ne(<x.)={z\ \z—a|<«} for

finite <x, while Ne(co)={z\ |z|>e}. Then for any point a of IF and any

£>0 we define the set TJjx) as follows:

Te(x) = {eie | there exists áC -* eie with C^(f, eie) <= Ne(<x)}.

2. The Baire category of T(a). In general, the set T(«) need not

be of first category on C. Indeed, we shall exhibit a function, bounded and

analytic in D, with constant angular limits at a subset of C of second

category.

Consider a set / of measure zero and second category on C. Then there

exists [3, p. 369] a nondecreasing absolutely continuous function ,«(0) on

C such that p'(6)= oo at every point of/, and such that the total variation

of p(6) is less than 1. Then the Stieltjes integral

1    r2" 1 — r2
P(z) = T        ¡-r-;--,-gr dp(d),       z = re*,

2tt Jo    1 + r2 — 2r cos(v — Ö)

represents a positive harmonic function in D. By Fatou's theorem, P
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possesses angular limit oo at every point of J. Thus, if we let Q denote a

harmonic conjugate of F in D, and set w=P+iQ, then the function/

defined by f=e~w is readily seen to be analytic and bounded in D with

angular limit zero at every point of J. An example of this type was first

constructed by Lusin and Privalov.

We now proceed to the principal result of this paper.

Theorem. Let f be meromorphic in D and let a be any complex number.

If there exists e*>0 such that F£.(a) does not contain an arc of C, then

T(a) is of the first category on C.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that oc =00, for

otherwise we may consider the function l/(/—a). Choose o>e* and

let Ha = {z\ \f(z)\ >o-}. If T(oo)= 0 there is nothing to prove. So, we assume

that r(oo)5¿ 0 and hence Ha^ 0. Let Ga be a nonempty component of

H„ and suppose further that both the sets Ma=FxGar\C and

Fa=F(co)C\Ma are nonempty.

We first establish that the set G„u{/>} is locally connected for any point

p of r„. Since G„ is a locally connected domain it follows that if G„Kj{p}

is not locally connected at p then there exists a sequence of continua

{Kn} of FrG„n/> tending to a limiting nondegenerate continuum K

containing p in its interior. Furthermore, as Fr G„ is clearly locally con-

nected at any of its points which lie in D, K must be a closed arc of C.

Since p lies in T,,, there exists a point q interior to K and a simple arc

3?a-+q with/-»-co along SC^. However, since \f(z)\ = a at all points of any

Kn, and «5?a must necessarily cross infinitely many of the continua {Kn}

arbitrarily close to q, C& (/, q) contains points of modulus a, which is

not possible. Thus, G„U{/>} is locally connected for any point p of Ta,

and hence [4, p. Ill] each point of Ta is then arcwise accessible from

Ga.

It follows from the above that for each point p of r„ we can construct

an arc&9—*p with C& (f, p)<=Ne.(oo) (as <r>£*).Thus, by our hypothesis

concerning F£.(oo), it follows that Va cannot contain an arc of C, and

so rff is nowhere dense on C. Now if p is any point of r(oo), then there

exists •SCp~>-p with /-»-co along £PV. Hence, some terminal part of S£v

must lie completely in one component G'„ of Ha with p in r^=T(oo)n

M'a (M'a = Fr G'„r\C). The theorem now follows from the observation that

H„ has at most countably many components.    D

We remark that, although T(a)ç F£(a) for all e>0, the above theorem

involves no restriction on the measure of F£,(a) and hence F(x) may in

general be of positive linear measure.

In particular, a sufficient condition in order that F (a.) be of first category

on C is that m(F£.(a))=0 for some e*>0. By combining this observation
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with the ambiguous-point theorem (see for example [1, p. 83]) we may

obtain results for some known classes of functions. For example, if/ is

a function of class U*; that is,

lim \f(reie)\ = 1
T—l

almost everywhere on C, then m(TE.(co))=0 for any e*>l and hence

r(oo) is of first category on C. More generally, we state the following

Corollary. Let fbe meromorphic in D and suppose that for some finite

point tx. of IV there exists &>0 such that m(Tk(<x)) = 2n. Then r(oo) is of

first category on C.

As a final application we consider a nonconstant inner function in D.

For a point a, |a|<l, letting 0<e*<l — |a| we see that m(Te*(o:))=0.

Since for any point a, |a| = 1, the set of points on C at which /possesses

radial limit a is the same as that for which the inner function

exp{(f+x)l(f— a)} possesses radial limit zero, we obtain the following

recent result [2].

Corollary. Let f be a nonconstant inner function in D. Then the set

of points on C at which a given complex number a. is a radial limit off is

of first category.
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